HERMETIC SEALING SERVICES
FOR COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
Specialization in new Residential
& Commercial construction
Strong project management
Cost-effective solutions

office: 810 Flint Rd., ON
phone: +1 (647) 406 0515
email: itcaulking@gmail.com
website: www.itcaulking.com
instagram.com/ITcaulking

ABOUT COMPANY
IT Caulking is a young company. We use a system approach to business in order
to improve the processes and make durable and beautiful caulking. Our first project
was commissioned in 2014. We completed another 12 large orders and 15 smaller
ones within 3 years.
Within this time, we have honed the techniques that let us meet all deadlines, perform work with proper quality, avoid
excessive staff and reduce the costs. The result of our work is good-looking and high-quality silicone with no leakages
and recasting.
We offer caulking services on new construction sites in Toronto and all over the province
of Ontario. We specialize in new construction:
Commercial/ LowRise & HighRise.
We provide turnaround time, quality and
accurate project management in our work.

We know how to do a consistent highquality caulking for large scale construction industry. We use our own methods
to speed up the process, we train our
employees with due quality, we rigorously
control material consumption, and use
electronic applications to monitor
our tasks.

Experience:
3+ years as
subcontractors
Portfolio:
17 large projects
Insurance:
insurance and all licenses
Warranty:
3 years
Cost:
minus 20% less
than typical
market price

QUALITY
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THE MAIN POINT OF OUR BUSINESS
We focused on caulking and strengthened its every aspect.
We improved the service quality, organized work in a proper way and reduced
the cost from $ 3.5 to $ 2.5 per foot of standard caulking.
Our strength is specialization and a system approach. We work on-site carefully. At the same time we do not forget that
this is only a small gear-wheel in the complex construction mechanism. To provide this mechanism function like clockwork,
there should be no failures in our area of responsibility.
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THERE CAN BE ISSUES WITH CONTACTORS
If you fail to choose right contractor you will have to dismiss them and look for new ones. Firstly, it will result in new
costs because of missed deadlines, decrease in quality, and budget restructuring. Secondly, the new contractor may
refuse to provide the construction work warranties. The developers pay their time and money for it.

What causes the problems?
1. Wrong motivation

For the contractors, the main thing is to get your company as a client, not to
save the developer’s time and money.

2. Slow work

If the contractors are tardy, they miss the deadlines and delay
the project commissioning.

3. Defects.

The contractors do not correct their flaws. Silicone leaks, and
(because of that) one has to recast not only caulking but also flooded floors,
walls, etc.

4. Poor quality

The contractors do not employ the strict technological process,
do not pay attention to aesthetics and save on materials without the need.

5. Weak management

The contractor's team does not have sufficient skills to control and manage all
their work on-site properly.

FIRST-CLASS
SERVICE
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On every construction site caulking is required. This service does not need any
marketing repositioning. The developers want the work to be done with high quality,
on time and without any problems.
But few people know how to perform consistently high-quality caulking. We judge the companies by their caulking and its
quality depends directly on how a particular master is decent and talented. And since the masters are constantly changing,
the quality changes too from one project to another. Caulking is a lottery.
We have worked out a system that lets us do good caulking in High-rise construction on a regular basis. We primarily pursue
high standards and rely on our skills. Quality control is incorporated into the system at all stages: from training for employees
to checking the works performed.

We specialize in new construction
Our services:
Exterior caulking
Interior caulking
Fire-stopping caulking
Foaming and insulation
Swing stage work and installation

~1.000.000
feet of caulking were done
by us within 3+ years
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We are able to work quickly on new building sites
We have developed a balanced technical process. It is effective and easy to follow.
To get caulking well done for every project, we developed a system of job description and control,
which is easy to learn even for a beginner. The result is an increase in labor productivity.

We manage to make about 20% more caulking per day than the markets average.

Division of labor
It is an old but rarely applicable method in spite of its effectiveness up to nowadays.
Our master is not a one-man band, but a narrow specialist. He is responsible for only one
repetitive operation, which he can do blindfolded. A team of specialists works faster than
one of multifunctional workers.

We embrace the entire caulking cycle
All the work is done by ourselves. This includes both profile and auxiliary operations:
installation and movement of high-rise cradles, hanging platforms.
We don’t hire subcontractors for complex works. We do everything by ourselves.
We save the developer’s time and money.

Rigorous quality control
We strive to make perfect caulking. That is why quality control is incorporated into the system
at all stages. The developer’s project manager will not have to follow us to control or check every footage.
Our foreman checks the quality of a silicone application thrice by several criteria:
compliance with technology, defects, the application uniformity, aesthetics, cleanliness.

We are professionals in our business.
We turned our skills into a technology with which
any of our employees makes excellent caulking,
keeping the quality stable from one project to another.

STRONG
MANAGEMENT
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Strong customer service is the heart of our business. We manage every stage
of the project and the management controls every aspect of our business
operations. The IT Caulking founders put it in practice, analyzing their experience
as subcontractors on large construction sites.
The main thing in our management is tracking of all important indicators. Process and operation timing are tracked
in a very thorough way. We collected statistics and systematized our experience, so our promises are always based
on solid data resulted from already solved tasks.

We foresee critical satiations

Instead of reacting to critical situations, we do not commit them, because we deploy
real experience and check the result in practice.

There is no need to push us

For example, if caulking is needed on two finished levels to start erecting plasterboard partitions -we will keep our finger on the pulse and we will be contacting
the project manager ourselves proactively as often as needed and we will find out
when we should go to the site , executing everything ourselves.

We are always reachable

Our project manager stays in touch 7 days a week, reachable whenever our
customers’ needs us.

Daily report for your
project manager

We strive to make our actions as transparent as possible. So every day we report
on what, how much and where we have done. We understand what and when
something has to be done . You understand how to control or monitor us.

The processes are documented

We collected a versatile knowledge base regarding all on-site work aspects : materials,
technologies, communication with developers, HR-management. We store our
experience in the knowledge base. Systematized knowledge is one of our advantages.

Recruitment by working
group method

The systematic approach and knowledge help us find the personnel quickly
and turn beginners into new experienced masters. For each project, we are able
to create a working team of a necessary size just in a few hours.
Thanks to this approach, we can solve problems at any scale. We are not limited
by people in the staff or the situation in the labor market.

We avoid excessive staff

We find a team, launch a project, complete a project, and dismiss people.
It lets us implement large projects, and at the same time we can take on small tasks.
For example, making only internal caulking or only two levels for the high-rise
building being finisheds. In addition, we always have a permanent team insured
in emergency cases.
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No conflicts with subcontractors

A conflict between colleagues on the site can cause the failure of even an ideally
planned work. Overt or covert tension can occur on neighboring sites, at briefings,
because of waiting, and just during communication in the elevator.
We respect subcontractors because of being elements of one system with them
and it helps us avoid clashes and stop conflicts in the bud.

We bring the maximum benefit

This is a natural result of our management approach: minimal material consumption,
short terms, consistent quality, and cost saving.
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SPECIAL OFFER
2,5 $
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It saves

per foot of
standard caulking

29%

of the
budget

Clause:
the price is valid if we are supposed
to work for the entire project only.
More details and the prices for other works
can be discussed at negotiations.
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What lets us cut the price 1 dollar lower
than in the market?
• We implement both principal and
auxiliary operations on our own
• We cover the entire caulking cycle
• We have polished our technique
for new construction sites
• We do not hire subcontractors
• We make a foot of caulking
20% faster than competition

LOOKING FOR PROSPECTS,
NOT FAST MONEY
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We would wish to earn on our employers’ success. That is why we make an offer
to the developers, with whom we can build trusted relationships and successful
scalable business. Even though we are young as a company — we are great
as professionals. We are growing by implementing our principles:

Customers are the purport
of our work
We do everything for our
customers’ sake, we trust our
partners. We are open for our
customers’ feedback and are
always ready to correct our
mistakes seamlessly, if such
happen

Transparency

People are our main asset

The pursuit of excellence

We are convinced that
frankness makes us better.
We always face the truth. We
are open to our employees,
customers and partners.

The basis of our business
is neither money, nor even
technologies. The secret
of our success is people.

We are sure that everything
can be done better than
before. To do this, we should
judge ourselves strictly and
work honestly.

Transparency inspires us to do
our job well. Doing any kind
of work, our customer can
put us under a microscope.
We polish business processes
and perform our work
carefully. We do not act
in a perfunctory manner,
because any negligence
will be instantly revealed.

Yes, an unfamiliar contractor is always a risk for a developer.
That is why we do not ask you to trust our word blindly and are ready to go through
our paces. We will perform demonstration works on any part of your site.
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Flaire: 99 The Donway West, Toronto, ON.
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (fire stopping caulking, interior and exterior caulking around the windows)
INDX: 70 Temperance Street, Toronto, ON.
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (exterior caulking around the windows including swing stage work)
BISHA: 56 Blue Jays Way, Toronto, ON.
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (exterior caulking around the windows including swing stage work)
Local: 70 Iannuzzi St Toronto, ON.
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (exterior caulking around the windows including swing stage work)
Grand Park 2: 3975 Grand Park Drive, Mississauga, ON.
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (exterior caulking around the windows including swing stage work)
Pinnacle Uptown Crystal Towers : 75 Eglinton Ave W, Mississauga
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (exterior caulking around the windows including swing stage work)
Amber Condos: next to Pinnacle Uptown
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (fire stopping caulking on parkade)
West Lake Condos 2 and 3: 2212-2200 Lake Shore Blvd W, Toronto
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (Swing stage caulking around the building)
West Lake Condos 4: 36 Park Lawn Rd Etobicoke, ON.
Sub contract for “high concept construction” first half of the building (interior, exterior caulking around the windows)
Chaz Yorkville: 45 Charles St E, Toronto, ON.
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (caulking around the windows from the swing stage)
LA Courtyards: 641 Lawrence Ave W, North York, ON.
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (exterior caulking around the windows)
DWELL CITY TOWNS: Etobicoke West Mall Toronto, ON.
Sub contract for “high concept construction” (foaming and interior caulking around the windows)

12 projects
since 2015
to 2017
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Igor Zap.
Manager

WE COOPERATE WITH TRUSTED SUPPLIERS

